Investigation Summary Report

Private Residence
Benton, LA
HISTORY
Date of Investigation: February 27, 2010
Participants: James Palmer, Abby Ford, John Combs
NOTE: The owners of this home have requested confidentiality. Some information n this report
may have been obscured to honor this request. This is no way ffects the data presented, or any
conclusions herein.

BACKGROUND
The clients, as well as visitors to the home, have experienced shadows in the hallway and
laundry area. The children’s closet has a heavy atmosphere, and the door has been both opened
and closed when no one was available to do so. When examined, the door exhibits no tendency
to do so on its own, nor to be affected by normal air currents. Lights and various electronics
have been turned on and off, with no one around to do so. Footsteps and voices have been heard
in the living area by various witnesses. There have been audible knockings on the master
bedroom walls, when no one was in that area of the home. The clients have gathered a large
amount of EVP, the voices seeming consistent with “EVP voices”. This EVP evidence, as it was
not gathered at the time of the investigation, is not considered in the conclusions of this report.
EQUIPMENT: Infrared digital video system/cameras. Digital still cameras, Various EMF
meters including Tri-field, Various digital audio recorders, Motion detectors, Digital
thermometers, and PEAR REG-1 units for detection of anomalous consciousness with Hewlett
Packard computers.

INVESTIGATION
At the time of testing, and in the places tested, no data of evidentiary quality was gathered on
video or still photography. No anomalous motion, hot spots or cold spots, unusual magnetic
fields, or electronic voice phenomenon was gathered. One personal experience was noted. All 3
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investigators, while in the living area, heard a toilet seat and lid slam down in the main bathroom.
This door was closed, and the sound was extremely loud, even through the closed bathroom door.
The seat/lid was immediately examined. It normally leans back toward the tank, and would not
have fallen down without some type of interaction. Dropping the seat did not produce the
loudness that was heard during the initial slamming of the seat down. No natural explanation
could be discerned. Even if the seat had not earlier been leaning completely back in the normal
position, allowing gravity to drop the seat, the extent of the noise could not be accounted for.

PEAR ANALYSIS
This type of analysis is passive in nature. A total of 26 tests were run at various times during the
investigation, throughout the home, in otherwise empty, closed-off rooms. Four of the 26 tests
were anomalous. By the minimum acceptable reporting standards of .05, the testing could
expect to possibly produce one test due to chance alone. The mean of the four tests was .02993,
at about 40% below the normal reporting standard, sufficient to bolster the credibility of the
scores. The areas that tested positive and the probability scores are as follows:
BR#3
BR#3 -a

Z: 2.177
Z: 1.663

P< .01474
P< .048156

Closet -3
Closet -4

Z: 2.069
Z: 1.780

P< .019273
P< .037538

The probability for these four scores being due to “chance only” and not the presence of an
anomalous consciousness operating through quantum tunneling is .0000005135.

CONCLUSION
Although the interactive data, at the times and places tested, was not positive, the amount of
passive data gathered was statistically significant. This is indicative of a possible anomalous
presence, consistent with the EVP gathered by the clients, being present, but choosing not to
interact. If given the chance by the clients, La. Spirits would like to continue the research at this
residence, and possibly, through familiarity of multiple visits, be able to gather interactive data.
We at La. Spirits would like to thank the clients for their invitation, and their gracious hospitality,
and hope we can return for additional studies and research.
Thank you,
John Combs
Louisiana Spirits
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